
ENGINE QUOTE EXAMPLE

Registration Number: N/A

Quote Reference: N/A

Date: N/A

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Engine Rebuild/Reconditioning Including Fitting

LAND ROVER DISCOVERY 4 3.0 TDV6 306DT

Deposit: £200

(A deposit is only required to cover the cost of vehicle collection in case of cancellation.
The deposit is not required if delivery is arranged by the customer.)

£0.00

Engine Surcharge + -

(Please see: dieselheads.co.uk/engine-surcharges)

£0.00

1 Year Engine Warranty

Working time est 5 days inc testing

£0.00

This quote is valid for 30 days after the date stated above, prices include parts & labour for

work on the bare engine assembly with vat included unless otherwise stated. Warranty

information can be found at dieselheads.co.uk/workshop under “documents”.

*ENGINE ANCILLARIES ARE NOT INCLUDED*

http://dieselheads.co.uk/engine-surcharges


Welcome!
Here at Dieselheads we offer engine rebuilds
and reconditioned replacements for Land Rover,
Jaguar & BMW vehicles. We pride ourselves on
quality workmanship and reliable engines, we
keep a team of two to ensure a more efficient &
personalised service.

We provide a 1 year warranty as standard and
can arrange vehicle recovery if required.

Engine Rebuilds - What We Offer
We complete the engine repair process from start to finish,
separating the body (if required), removing the engine, stripping
ancillaries, complete engine tear down, internal parts cleaned and
replaced when required, multiple parts replaced as standard,
engine reassembled, fitted to vehicle & tested.

High Performance Cleaning

Each individual part is thoroughly
degreased and washed, this is important
for identifying imperfections and ensuring
that any good, usable parts will operate at
their optimum.

Professional Diagnostics

Our diagnostic equipment is capable of
identifying any issue detected during the
testing process, we can offer solutions
into unrelated ancillary failures if required.

High Quality Tools

Specialised jobs require specialised tools
and we have them! We are fully equipped
to carry out all of our engine rebuilds &
replacements to a very high standard
every time.

More information can be found at dieselheads.co.uk

http://dieselheads.co.uk


The 3.0 TDV6/SDV6 306DT Engine

We commonly rebuild all variants of the JLR 3.0 V6 engine and have great experience doing
so, here we show an overview of the parts we change and what we do with your engine.

Timing

Every 306DT engine rebuilt has a complete timing kit from INA
(OEM). This includes all belts, chains, sprockets, tensioners and
guides. This is essential to ensure the longevity of the engine.

Bearings

Both main and big end bearings are changed when rebuilding the
306DT engine. We use high quality engine bearings from ACL (OEM)
to ensure smooth operation.

Cylinder Heads

The cylinder heads are stripped, cleaned and inspected. Any parts
that require replacement are replaced i.e. valves (OE), rocker arms
(OE) and valve stem seals.

Gaskets & Seals

All gaskets and seals are replaced with OEM parts from Victor Reinz
including the head gaskets. All gaskets are tested and are proven to
be of a very high standard.

Other Component Work

Other internal engine components are thoroughly inspected and replaced
where necessary. Where components can be used they are reworked to
ensure a high quality build. Valve grinding, replacement of piston rings,
pistons & con rods (OE). We also replace the oil filter (MAHLE), oil & fluids.

Continue Below ↓



Crankshaft

The most important part of rebuilding the 306DT engine is to replace
the crankshaft with an original JLR part. The crankshaft itself has
weak points between the rod bearing journals & counterweights, this
weakness is the primary reason for engine failure.

Aftermarket alternatives are not effective and will most certainly
cause another failure, the correct part from JLR has many telltale
signs of manufacturing that set it apart from copies. This includes the
process of heat treatment and various genuine markings.

Ancillary Components

Every vehicle is inspected during the repair process, as we strip the original engine the
attached ancillaries are looked over. There are many reasons why components fail, we will
explain and show this if a part requires replacement during a rebuild to save on labour costs.

Turbochargers:

The turbochargers fitted to the 306DT engine can fail due to the
following:

● Poor maintenance - Air filter blocked, creating vacuum effect
squeezing the filter allowing debris to pass around it. Lack of
oil changes creates a build up of carbon and contaminants
that feeds to turbochargers.

● A following failure - If your engine has failed and is knocking,
continuing to drive will cause further damage. When knocking
the engine produces lower oil pressure, this can mean a lack
of feed to the turbocharger.

● Modification - Aftermarket tuning will exceed the limits in
which the turbochargers were intended to operate within, this
can cause damage over time.

● High mileage - Every turbocharger has a life span, overtime
and extended use the turbochargers will wear like any other
component. At a certain point the play in the shaft becomes
too great

If a turbocharger requires replacement we will inform you and explain this with photos &
video. Replacement turbochargers are reconditioned units also covered by our warranty.
More information about the 306DT can be found here:
https://dieselheads.co.uk/our-engines/land-rover/#3.0-TDV6

https://dieselheads.co.uk/our-engines/land-rover/#3.0-TDV6

